
CO 4.0 — Uniform Layer Haircut (90 Degree)  
Manikin can have been shampooed and dried but cannot be pre-cut (If pre-cut disqualified for this section of the competition ) 

 Contestant Number __________ 
The long hair design manikin can be pre-prepped but cannot come onto contest sites with any tools in it. All prep is required to be brushed out.  
  

PREPARATION: 
Did Contestant 
30 Points of 200 

Score 
betwe
en  

Score  Total of 
Section  

1. Set up a workstation with properly labeled supplies 4-0   

2. Place disinfected tools and supplies at a visibly clean workstation 10-0   

3. All usable tools are wiped down with disinfectant wipes.& placed back on the workstation. 5-0   

4. All lines and trash are disposed of correctly  5-0   

5.  Dry storage is closed and put under table  4-0   

6. Wash their hands 4-0   

7.  Properly drape clients and prepare for service 5-0   

Total of section     

PROCEDURE:  
Did Contestant  
10 points of 200 

   

1 Ensure client protection and comfort by maintaining a cape at all times 5-0   

2.  Use products is efficient   5-0   

Total of section    

Competency  
160 of 200 points  

   

4.1 Assemble tools (shears, comb, and blow dryer) and prepare station  5-0   

4.2 Part and clip hair into a four-section  10-0   
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               4.3 Drop a ½-inch hairline guide around the entire perimeter 10-0   

4.4 Establish the design length around the back perimeter 10-0   

4.5 Establish the design length around the front perimeter  10-0   

4.6 Check to ensure that the front and back design lines are connected  10-0   

4.8 Continue cutting from the apex to the front design line to established interior guide at the top of the head  10-0   

4.9 Continue cutting from the apex to the center back design line to complete the interior guide 10-0   

4.10 Use vertical partings to connect guides to complete the cut  10-0   

4.11 Maintain a constant 90-degree elevation throughout the procedure 10-0   

4.12 Follow a traveling guide to maintain uniformly layered lengths  10-0   

4.13 Perform a cross check of procedure for accuracy and finish if necessary  10-0   

4.14 Finished cut is uniformly blended  20-0   

4.15 Blow hair dry to frame face  10-0   

4.16 Use of styling product 5-0   

4.17 Clean and organize station 5-0   

Total of Section    

Grand - Total of section     

Communication 
20 points or 100 

   

1. Contestants needs to describe how they feel about competing  10-0   

2. What have they learned  10-0   
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